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Still need to work on FFS ?

For prime degree extensions of F2, recent algorithms have to
embed the problem in a much larger field.

The Function Field Sieve (FFS) can also take advantage of
composite extensions, but running-time is grows with n much more
smoothly.
Crossover for prime degree extensions still has to be determined.

FFS needs tools that are useful for new algorithms:
sieving
linear algebra
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FFS overview

Target: dlog in F2n , with prime n.
Let f (x , t), g(x , t), polynomials (monic in x), s.t. resultant

Resx (f , g) = R(t)

has an irred. factor ϕ(t) of degree n.

Common root m(t) modulo ϕ(t). Two paths from F2[x , t] to F2n :

P(x , t) 7→ P̃(x , t) = P(x , t) mod f (x , t)
7→ P̃(m(t), t) mod ϕ(t).

And same, with f replaced by g .
Rem. The “mod f ” expression does not change the final value in
F2n , because a multiple of f (x , t) becomes trivial modulo ϕ(t),
when x is replaced by m(t).
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The magic diagram

F2[t][x ]

F2[t][x ]/f (x) F2[t][x ]/g(x)

F2[t]/ϕ(t) ∼= F2n

x 7→ αf x 7→ αg

αf 7→ m mod ϕ αg 7→ m mod ϕ

a(t) + b(t)x ∈

a(t) + b(t)αf ∈ 3 a(t) + b(t)αg

smooth? smooth?

Maps are ring-homomorphisms and the diagram commutes.
If simultaneously smooth, the get a relation.
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Relations

Assumption: both Of = F2[t][x ]/f (x) and Og = F2[t][x ]/g(x)
are UFD.

For gcd(a(t), b(t)) = 1, the polynomial a(t) + b(t)x is irreducible
in F2[t][x ], but it could split along the paths.

Define a size and a smoothness notion in Of and Og .
Use the images in F2n of the small irreducible elements in
both Of and Og as factor bases.

Each relation becomes a linear equation between the dlog of factor
base elements.

With enough relations: linear algebra gives dlogs.
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Smoothness in Of

Of is the ring of integers of the function field Kf = F2(t)[x ]/f (x).
This is a Dedekind domain: unique factorization of ideals.
We factor a + bαf not as an element, but as a principal ideal:

(a + bαf ) =
∏

lei
i ,

The li are prime ideals of the form

li = 〈`i , ρi〉,

with `i an irreducible poly, and ρi is a root of f mod `i .
Def. a + bαf is smooth if all the deg `i are less than the
smoothness bound.
Prop. The norm of a + bαf in Of can be written as

Nf (a + bα) = fdad + fd−1ad−1b + · · ·+ f1abd−1 + f0bd ,

where f =
∑

fix i . This is a polynomial in t.
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Smoothness in Of

Prop. a + bαf is smooth iff its norm is smooth (as a polynomial
in F2[t].
Furthermore: `i |Nf (a + bαf ) iff li divides the principal ideal
(a + bαf ).

NB. Complications if f is not monic, and for ramified primes.

When all ideals are principals and when the group of units of Of is
trivial, the factorization of ideals translates directly into a
factorization of elements (pick a generator for each li).
In general, it is necessary to work with virtual logarithms.
This implies no additional cost, just a bit of headache.
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The key to L2n(1/3)-complexity
In classical index calculus:

Random elements of F2n have degree ≈ n.
With a factor base with L2n(1/2) elements, the proba of
smoothness is ≈ 1/L2n(1/2).
Yields a L(1/2) overall complexity.

In FFS:
We cut the random elements in two smaller pieces.
On each side, the sub-elements have degree ≈ log L(2/3).
With a factor base with L2n(1/3) elements, the proba of
smoothness is ≈ 1/L2n(1/3).
Yields a L(1/3) overall complexity.

Rem. The degrees of f and g must be such that
degRes(f , g) ≥ n.
With this approach L(1/3) is optimal.
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Steps of FFS

1. Polynomial selection (find f and g)
Barbulescu and Zimmermann

2. Relation collection (find many a, b pairs)
Detrey, G. and Videau

3. Filtering (convert a, b into meaningful matrix and start
elimination)
Bouvier and Thomé

4. Linear algebra (find kernel elements with iterative method)
Jeljeli and Thomé

5. Individual logs
Detrey, G. and Videau

Rem. Most of our software is distributed under LGPL as part of
the CADO-NFS software.
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Size considerations

The optimal choice to reduce the sizes of the norms seems to be

g(x) = x − g0(t), with deg g0 ≈ n2/3

f (x) =
∑

0≤i≤d fi(t)x i , with deg fi = O(1) and d ≈ n1/3.

The degree of the resultant is then d deg g0 + deg fd ≈ n.

Rem. Putting a non-trivial g1(t) (and hope to spread the n/d
coeffs of g0 on two coefs) does not work.

Rem. Taking non-linear g does not help.
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Forcing nice properties?

Since g is linear, Og is indeed a UFD (and a very simple one!):

Og = F2[t][x ]/(x − g0(t)) ∼= F2[t].

Historically, the polynomial f was chosen to have also nice
properties to make Of close to a UFD:

Small / trivial class number;
Only trivial units / points at infinity;
Avoid singularities.

Cf for instance Matsumoto 99 (use Cab curves).
Nowadays, handling complications is no problem (cf Heß’s thesis).
Only criterion that remains: f (x , t) must be irreducible.

Fact. f (x , t) must be chosen to speed-up the relation collection
(and linear algebra).
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Quality criteria

See Barbulescu’s thesis for details.

To measure the efficiency of a polynomial f , apart from the size of
the typical norm, it is necessary to take into account:

The root property of f : define a quantity α in the same vein
as for NFS.
The cancellation property of f : an analogue of the real roots
of f .

From those, it is possible to compute efficiently a quantity similar
to Murphys’s E used when selecting polynomials for NFS.

Rem. Although it is not a criterion per se, the fact that f is or is
not separable has a huge influence on the α parameters.
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Root property

Let `(t) ∈ F2[t] be a (small) irreducible poly.
The probability that a random poly is divisible by ` is in 1/2deg `.
Fact. `|Nf (a − bx) iff a/b is a root of f modulo `.
=⇒ Having many roots of f mod ` increases the probability that `
divides Nf (a − bx).

Rem. By “root modulo `”, we mean the number of roots of f (x)
where all coefficients have been reduced modulo `(t):

F2[t][x ] →
(
F2[t]/`(t)

)
[x ]

f =
∑

fix i 7→
∑
(fi(t) mod `(t)) x i .

But. For any f , the average number of roots of f mod ` is 1.
Fact. The ` of small degrees have more influence than those of
large degree.
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Root property (2)

Goal. Find f s.t. there are many roots modulo the small irred.
polynomials ` of small degree.

Restatement: Find a curve Cf defined by f (x , t) = 0 over F2, with
many F2k -rational points for all small values of k.

Hasse-Weil bounds put limits on what can be expected.
Reminiscent of a classical problem in coding theory, but not
exactly the same (http://www.manypoints.org/).

Def. The α-value of f is the quantity to be added to the degree of
the norm to get the size of a random polynomial that would lead
to the same smoothness probabilities, (heuristically) taking into
account:

The number of roots modulo all `’s.
The fact that we plug a and b that are coprime.
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Root property (2)

Prop. α(f ) can be written as a convergent power series over all
irreducible `s:

α(f ) =
∑

` irred.
α`(f ).

In the easy case (no multiple or projective roots):

α`(f ) =
deg `

N(`)− 1

(
1− N(`)

N(`) + 1n`

)
,

where N(`) = 2deg ` and n` is the number of roots of f modulo `.
For ramified ` (singular points), a bit tricky to get it correct.

Thm. For a polynomial of degree 1, α = 1 (in general, 1
q−1).
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Polynomial chosen for 809

f (x) = x6 + 0x7 x5 + 0x6b x3 + 0x1ab x2 + 0x326 x + 0x19b3
g(x) = x + 0x80000000000000000000000000001e7eaa .

Degree 6 imposed by size property.
Then, coefficients were chosen to be skewed in the same direction
than g , and sieved to get the best value of α: around -6.
The polynomial g has no special property besides its resultant with
f has a degree n factor.

Rem. The genus of Cf is 19. Several singular points. Only
(x , t) = (ω, ω), with ω2 + ω + 1 = 0 split into several places. Class
number is 2073600 (not needed for computation, except for debug
/ sanity checks).
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The problem

Given f (x , t) and g(x , t) find many (a, b)-pairs s.t. both norms
Nf (a, b) and Ng(a, b) are simultaneously smooth.

Order of magnitude for 809:
Explore ≈ 255 pairs.
Norms have degree around 160–170.
Smoothness bound is degree 27.
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Organization of the relation search

General strategy (partly stolen to NFS):
Explore the (a, b)-plane not line-by-line by lattice-by-lattice
(special-q strategy).
Do sieving as a prefilter and then cofactorization (a.k.a
separate large primes).
Sieve by vectors (Franke-Kleinjung algo).
Tricks for norm initialization.
. . .
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q-lattices

Idea. The (a, b) search area is too large. Cut it into sub-areas that
are handled sequentially / independently.

First strategy: cut according to b.
Better strategy: consider sublattices of the search area.

Choose a side, and select a prime ideal q on this side (e.g. the
g-side).

The set of (a, b) pairs for which q divides a+ bx in Og is a lattice.
Def. It is called the q-lattice Lq.
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Special-q

a

b

Points where q divides.
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Special-q

a

b

Points where q divides. Points where q divides
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Pros and Cons of using special-q’s

Cons:
We miss relations that are very smooth. If the primes involved
in the factorization are smaller than all special-q, the
(a, b)-pair belongs to no q-lattice.
Some relations occur several times. If the factorization
corresponding to an (a, b)-pair contains two primes of the
sizes of the special-q’s, it belongs to the two q-lattices.

Pros:
We know in advance that one norm is divisible by q.
We avoid considering some positions that are obviously
non-smooth. e.g. when the norm is prime or almost prime.

Fact. There are more primes and almost primes than very smooth
numbers. It saves computations.
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Special-q’s in practice

For each q do:
Find a basis (v1, v2) of the q-lattice.
Very classical lattice reduction (in dim 2).
If the basis if very unbalanced, just skip this q.
Look for relations for (a, b)-pairs of the form iv1 + jv2.
Take bounds deg i < I and deg j < J .

Rem. Only q of degree less than the smoothness bound are
considered.
Rem. Skip the q of small degree: not so many of them, and yield
many duplicates.

For 809: used q on the rational side (yield more balanced norms)
from degree 24 to smoothness bound 27.
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Sieve by vectors

Although smoothness-testing is polynomial-time in F2[t] (compare
with sub-exponential for integers in NFS), sieving can help!

Sieve all prime ideals l up to degree 23 (on each side).
Prop. For a given l, the set of (i , j) where l divides the
corresponding element is:

An F2[t]-lattice of dimension 2.
An F2-vector space.

Prop. A lattice basis (resp. a vector space basis) can be computed
efficiently with some Euclidean algorithm.
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Basis of the vector space

v0

v1

I

tv1

v2

v3

tv3

t2v3

v4

J v5
0

L

L

Starting vectors: v0 = (`, 0), v1 = (ρi , 1).
Sequence vi : Euclidiean algorithm on the first coordinate.
Blue points: vectors added to complete the basis.
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Sieve by vectors (2)

The algorithm is as follows (to be run on the two sides):
1. Initialize each position of the (i , j)-plane with the degree of

the norm.
2. For each l in the factor base, up to degree 23:

2.1 Compute a basis of the F2-vector space of the l-lattice.
2.2 Enumerate all vectors and subtract deg l at the corresponding

positions.
3. For positions at which the remaining degree is smaller than a

threshold, do a classical smoothness test.
Rem. With a Gray code, visiting all the elements of a vector space
costs just one addition (a xor) per vector.
Rem. Need to deal with locality issues (bucket sorting, etc).

See paper Detrey–G.–Videau, Arith 2013.
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Statistics for 809

Smoothness bound (a.k.a. large-prime bound): 27
Sieving range: I = J = 15.
Threshold for cofactorization: 81

deg q number of rels s/rel rels/sq acc. rels acc. time
24 6,940,249 1.48 9.93 6,940,249 2853 h
25 9,926,294 1.91 7.39 16,866,543 8119 h
26 14,516,775 2.42 5.62 31,383,318 17877 h
27 20,645,456 3.38 4.15 52,028,774 37260 h

timings on an Intel Core i5-2500 at 3.3 GHz
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Filtering: statistics for 809

See paper by Bouvier.

52, 028, 774 relations were collected.
30, 142, 422 unique relations (42% duplicates).
29M relations and 19M ideals after the first singleton removal.
9.6M rels / ideals at the end of the purge algorithm.
Final matrix after merge: 3.68M rows and columns.
(with, in average, 100 non-zero coefficients per row, which is
close to optimal for our linear algebra implementation).

Rem. For the actual linear algebra, we used additional relations,
coming from experiments with other parameters. Thus, we got a
slitghtly smaller matrix: 3.60M rows.
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Linear algebra: statistics for 809

See paper by Jeljeli

Solved modulo the prime factor of 202 bits of 2809 − 1.
Used RNS representation, with a GPU implementation.
Took 18 days on 2 Nvidia GeForce GTX 680.
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Strategy for individual log

For 809: we did it the lazy way. Not optimized at all. Takes about
one hour per log.
We describe what we could do if this step becomes important.

Two main steps of individual log:
Bootstrap.
Given z(t) ∈ F2[t]/ϕ(t), find z1(t) and z2(t) of degree
≈ n/2, as smooth as possible.
Descent by special-q.
For each factor of z1(t) and z2(t) too large to be in the factor
base, consider it as a special-q and look for an (i , j)-pair
yielding smoother elements.
Do this recursively to build a tree of special-q.
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Sieving for bootstrap (Joux–Lercier)
Let run an Extended Euclidean algorithm starting from z(t) and
ϕ(t), as for computing the inverse of z(t).
From two consecutive steps in the middle of the algorithm we get:

z(t) ≡ u0
v0
≡ u1

v1
mod ϕ(t),

with deg ui , vi ≈ n
2 .

For any (a(t), b(t))-pair of polynomials, we have

z(t) ≡ au0 + bu1
av0 + bv1

mod ϕ(t).

This gives many candidates for testing the simultaneous
smoothness of numerator and denominator.
Furthermore, the candidates follow an arithmetic structure that is
amenable to sieving.
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Sieving for bootstrap (2)
We put:

f (x , t) = u0(t) x + u1(t)
g(x , t) = v0(t) x + v1(t)

Then, we want to find (a, b)-pairs such that both

Nf (a + bαf ) and Ng(a + bαg)

are smooth.

Fact. This is exactly the same setting as for the relation
collection, but with two linear polynomials.
We can then re-use the same soft, with different parameters.
Notable differences:

smoothness bound is much higher
only one relation needed, not billions of them
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Recap – Conclusion

The total time to solve dlog in GF (2809) is about:
35, 000 hours of CPU
1, 000 hours of GPU

Linear algebra requires more specific resources (memory, network).
Check our report for how oversieving influences the linear algebra.

For GF (21039):
Sieving is rather easy (and already done). Takes a couple of
months on a cluster of 1000 cores.
Linear algebra is still problematic: the current matrix has
around 60M rows/columns after filtering.
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